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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper is to present BasemonCoin (BASE), a cryptocurrency built on BASEMON Blockchain, to
potential community members willing to join the project in line with the proposed developmental
journey. The information herein should not be construed to project a conclusive or exhaustive
representation of the project or to imply any element of a contractual relationship. The whitepaper’s sole
purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential BASE holders to enable them to
make a reasonable decision before they undertake a thorough analysis of the company with the intent of
participating, partnering, or investing in the project. The content of the whitepaper does not contain
anything that should be deemed as a prospectus soliciting for investment. The document has been
composed following, but not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction designed to protect
investors, projects, and joint ventures.
(1) execution of the Company’s vision and growth strategy, including concerning future M&A activity and
global growth;
(2) sources and availability of third-party financing for the Company’s projects;
(3) completion of the Company’s projects that are currently underway, in development or otherwise under
consideration;
(4) renewal of the Company’s current agreements;
(5) Future liquidity, working capital, and capital requirements.
Forward-looking statements are provided to allow potential investors the opportunity to understand
management’s beliefs and opinions in respect of the future so that they may use such beliefs and opinions
as one factor in evaluating an investment. Although forward-looking statements contained herein are
based upon what project drivers of the Company believe, are reasonable assumptions, there can be no
assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events
could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.
The Company undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances or
management’s estimates or opinions should change except as required by applicable securities laws. The
reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. This whitepaper may be
updated, from time to time, whenever there is a strategic change of business model or strategy. Every
updated version of the whitepaper will be made available on our Basemon website immediately after its
issuance.

No Liability

Investment
Risk

No Advice

ABSTRACT
The evolution of digital payment has been dramatic over the last few
years with the peaking of the internet economy. Fintech companies
have been working to bring technology to the people, collaborating
with financial institutions and governments to inspire change in the
payment landscape. However, the emergence of blockchain
technology has opened even more possibilities are organizations and
innovators look to shift from the traditional centralized digital
payment systems to new payment models powered by decentralized
currencies. Basemon is designed to continue with the trend of shifting
the world to a ‘cashless’ economy through blockchain technology that
is fast, cheap, secure, and convenient. Basemon blockchain, based on
Proof-of-Stake (POS) consensus method and SHA-256 algorithm, is
designed to be fast, secure, and cheaper than the major blockchain
networks such as Bitcoin. With its native cryptocurrency, BASE, the
network will enable merchants and consumers to interact directly
without any intermediary. Blockchain technology has the potential to
facilitate efficient, transparent, secure, and cost-effective transactions
than the current centralized systems. Leveraging blockchain is aimed
at reducing cost, eliminating processing layers (intermediaries), faster
transaction time, and ensuring more secure transactions. Therefore,
Basemon is built to be all- inclusive and accessible to the masses,
eliminating fraud, and enabling multiple forms of financial
collaborations between consumers and merchants.

WHAT IS BASEMON?
Basemon is a blockchain network that leverages blockchain technology to facilitate
digital payments and aims to revolutionize digital transactions. Basemon is a
derivative of the words; Base and Money- short form of base and money (i.e., base
money). The project was founded to make digital payment solutions seamless for
everyone, thus solving the current challenges associated with digital currency
solutions, which include lack of safety, unreliability, slow transaction speed, and
expensive cost of transactions due to many intermediaries.

Basemon uses Blockchain technology to redefine digital payment systems by
enabling secure, faster, cheaper, and hassle-free transactions for peerless
decentralized financial (DeFi) systems. We not only seek to build a mutually
beneficial, long-lasting relationship with users and consumers through costeffective, tech-enabled solutions, but the Basemon Blockchain is also designed to
enable easy integration with other applications- all geared towards providing
seamless payment solutions for mass adoption.

VISION
Our journey is to uncover a path that leads towards empowering and inspiring others to
build and grow financial stability and entrepreneurship, and impact innovators to solve
currency society problems.
We believe in a future where any transaction is settled on the blockchain network.
Cryptocurrency, BASE, is the new trending Defi project with the aim to become the future
of decentralized digital currency to power Basemon ecosystem. BASEMON blockchain
network provides effective solutions for global crypto projects, promoting sustainable
development for the cryptocurrency market and blockchain network system and it’s
supported by the ecosystems’ projects. Our research team will actively work to give positive
solutions for development strategies that help contribute a new and utility platform to the
community. We are aiming to make the BASEMON platform for global adoption with no
limitations helping to earn a handsome income through reflection in terms of holding along
with maintaining their privacy, security, and autonomy. We strive to create an ecosystem
based on sound monetary policies, with a sound and solid decentralized foundation, that
should be expected with the BASEMON network and ecosystem projects.

OUR MISSION

Basemon was conceptualized as a Blockchain-anchored payment
ecosystem aimed at solving the current problems associated with current
conventional payment processing services, including the delay in
payment processing, fraudulent transactions, and expensive transactions
costs. Further research into the Blockchain and payment ecosystems
revealed that current financial systems stand to benefit from the DeFi
technology, which can solve the underlying challenges.
As a result, we have designed the blockchain to ensure users can own their
data even as we work to ensure more financial inclusion is achieved. Based
on the team’s wealth of experience in the world of blockchain technology,
fintech, retail, business innovations and entrepreneurship, we are
confident in making the mission a reality.

Our mission is to: Create an inclusive digital economy through the
development of sustainable and equitable wealth creation and
development.
Basemon Blockchain Objective:
-To enable retailers to accept digital payment for goods and services -To make Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency accessible by
the masses, even if the majority don’t know how it works
-To ensure users own personal data, which will significantly reduce
the current data leaks via centralized financial systems
-Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital
asset, fully decentralized in every sense of the word.
-To create a payment ecosystem where different solutions can
emerge from a social perspective, including collaborative
applications.

MAKING CRYPTOCURRENCY USEFUL

The global eCommerce market is expected to hit $4.89trillion in 2021, representing a 19.5%
increase from the previous year. The figure is expected to grow over the next few years as more
people move online.

MAKING CRYPTOCURRENCY USEFUL

While more people are projected to continue moving toward online shopping at the expense of
traditional brick-and-mortar retail stores, the modern-day digital payment instruments around the
world consist of complicated financial settlement processes that cost merchants up to 4% in
processing fees for purchases. They also involve a chain of intermediaries, all delaying transaction
speed with discrete stages to process a single exchange or payment.
Reports have shown that retail fraud is persistently increasingly under the current financial
settlement processes as businesses face multifaceted threats of all sizes. According to research
published by Jupiter Research, eCommerce retailers are at risk of losing over $20 billion in 2021 to
online fraudulent activities- an amount representing an 18% increase from the previous year’s loss.
The frauds come in the form of identity theft, chargeback fraud, ‘silent’ fraud, account takeovers,
and ‘pharming’ among others.
Following the COVID-19 pandemic, more consumers are expected to continue moving toward
online purchases. Internet traffic surged by more than 60% and, as a result, money spent by online
shoppers nearly doubled.

MERCHANTS CHALLENGES
Technological challenges
Payment systems have evolved over the years as creators of new technologies work to make the systems more
reliable and efficient. Merchants are typically struggling to keep up with the pace of technological transformation as
the financial industry continues to grapple with challenges brought about by the fintech boom.
Merchants have struggled to adopt digital wallets and payment solutions due to the heavy fees involved, although
they promise convenience. These wallets and payment systems still rely on centralized transaction processes.
Moreover, outside of the core functionalities of these digital payment services, merchants do not get any additional
motivation in terms of benefits.

High transaction fees

The digital payment landscape continues to evolve, retailers (both brick & mortar and online retailers) struggle to
keep up with the high costs of transaction costs. Even as they embrace the innovations based on centralized money
systems, the merchants’ fees keep soaring to add to their overhead costs.
From the consumer side, they may transact digitally at no cost. However, this cost is transferred to merchants who
foot the cost from the intermediaries, including financial institutions to facilitate each transaction

Payment Processing Providers

Per transaction Fee

Credit Cards

1.9% to 16%

PayPal

2.9%+$0.30

Stripe

2.9%+$0.30

Shopify POS

2.6% +$0.30

MERCHANTS CHALLENGES

The complex payment processing process offered by the payment gateways ensures that the latter takes full control
over the payment process, with the costs transferred to the merchant. The charge is often based on the merchant
categorization, which may include their geographical location and the type of consumers they serve.

Cumbersome multiple management solutions

The present systems mean that merchants have to do with multiple tech solutions for different purposes, such as
inventory management, cash flow management, marketing, and analytical tools. The problem is that these solutions
are typically offered by service providers, which makes the desired seamless experience just a mirage.

CONSUMER PROBLEMS
Inability to control personal data
The current payment processing system has made it customary to monetize consumer data without the owners’
knowledge. They have taken advantage of the fact that most consumers don’t pay much attention to terms and
conditions, which usually have clauses indicating the organizations will be using their data for free.

Challenges with the current crypto payment landscape

The digital landscape is continuously evolving. For example, although there are thousands of decentralized digital
currencies in the market today, most of them are simply used for speculation. According to t he coinmarketcap,
thereare over 6,000 cryptocurrencies in circulation. However, just a small fraction of them is being used actively
indigital payments. The problem is that most digital currencies are designed to be used for payment services, and
holders use them as a store of value on the current exchanges. In these exchanges, users are not able to use them to pay
for goods and services. Most see cryptocurrency as confusing and predictably volatile. The gas fees are also making
them hard to mine.

Incomplete integration of digital wallet into blockchain

The current payment instruments are extremely useful to consumers because they are widely accepted by merchants
across the world. For cryptocurrencies, this acceptance is still a mirage. For crypto to realize a similar real and
sustainable value in retail transactions, they must become spendable across the entire payment landscape.
The recent developments have seen many companies develop wallets and apps to accept blockchain payments.
However, the processes are still dependent on existing payment networks. That is, the promise of crypto payment is
not being realized when such payments still rely on physical debit cards, linked accounts, or centralized payment
infrastructure to facilitate purchases

BASON BLOCKCHAIN

At the heart of every digital currency is a unique blockchain code developed by a
dedicated team to facilitate its usefulness and supported by a peer-to-peer network
that maintains the integrity of the blockchain ledger. Basemon is based on the
Proof-of-Stake (POS) consensus method with the SHA-256 Algorithm. Basemon
blockchain is highly secure and instantaneously accessible.

BASEMON ECOSYSTEM
It is made up of basemon cryptocurrency holders, consumers and merchants utilizing
our products and services, and projects that help support our mission and vision.
The projects are as follows:
➢ Basemon Desktop wallets (Linux, Windows-64 Bit & Mac OS)
➢ Basemon applications (Android and iOS)
➢ Basemon capital
➢ Basemon group and partners
➢ Basemon City
➢ Basemon Foundation

Basemon’s Algorithm Advantages
Low power consumption
Thanks to Proof of Stake Protocol. Its power consumption is 10 times lower than Bitcoin and Litecoin. This makes it
environmentally friendlier thanBitcoin and other high-power- consuming blockchains

Fast Payments
Shorter Block generation time (60 seconds), way superior to Bitcoin’s 10 minutes, and making Basemon one of the
fastest in the industry. This means a faster payment confirmation schedule- perfect for BASE’s retail payment
processing role. In other words, Basemon transactions are received in a merchant’s or recipient’s wallet almost instantly
and the BASE received is spendable as soon as the first confirmation is recorded in the blockchain.

Extremely low Transaction fees
Faster payment confirmation time means lower gas fees, which favors low cost for processing digital payments
services.
The Basemon infrastructure is designed with several features and components that are aligned to provide users with
a cohesive and growing ecosystem for merchants, consumers, and additional applications to facilitate payment
processing.

Features of Basemon infrastructure
All-inclusive

Basemon infrastructure will be an easy-to-integrate technology for any business, offline or online. The easy
integration feature is aimed at helping merchants and consumers unlock many possibilities, including ease of use.

DeFi products application
DeFi is a financial instrument designed on Blockchain that facilitates easy access to financial services by anyone,
transparently. DeFi products replace the cumbersome intermediary-laden model that is the characteristic of the current
centralized financial systems. As such, Basemon will be able to allow DeFi products such as lending apps, derivatives,
insurance, and asset collaterals among others. DeFi products have largely remained in the blockchain demographic
due to the difficulty in using the applications in real life. That’s why Basemon is simplifying the use of DeFi products,
allowing consumers to access DeFi more easily.

BASEMON DEBIT/CREDIT CARD FOR QUICK
AND EASIER TRANSACTIONS
Basemon will issue credit/debit cards for quick and easier
transactions to eliminate the many intermediaries. Basemon
infrastructure eliminates the multilayer, tri- party (Issuer, Acquirer,
and Switch) payment system that is slow, costly, and risky. The
Basemon ecosystem ensures there’s a direct connection between
merchants and consumers.
NB: All the transactions are backed by a robust Smart Contract and
Decentralized finance system.

The Basemon technology ensures all the existing latencies in the
current legacy payment systems are eliminated through the ‘PayAs-You-Go’ payment model via its credit/debit card and wallet.
Extremely transparent and low charges, with no contracts or high
overheads associated with the current system.

HOW CENTRALIZED & DECENTRALIZED DEBIT
CARD WORKS?

Figure A: Typical centralized credit/Debit card transactions
Basemon

Figure B: Decentralized Transactions with Basemon Credit/Debit Card

The Basemon technology ensures all the existing latencies in the current legacy payment
systems are eliminated through the ‘Pay-As-You-Go’ payment model via its credit/debit
card and wallet. Extremely transparent and low charges, with no contracts or high overheads
associated with the current system.

BASEMON APPLICATION (HOT
WALLETS)
The BASEMON application version is supported on both Android and iOS. The wallet is
highly focused on enabling users to manage their coins and interact with the ecosystem. The
private keys for the wallet are stored on the user’s device and are secured through Secure
Enclave and biometric authentication technology.
Users can complete all the normal functions that a wallet provides. They can monitor their
balance as well as send and receive tokens. Users can also exchange on through the
BASEMON wallet and use and swap their tokens. The wallet enables users to access
decentralized exchanges so that they can easily convert between their tokens. BASEMON
Wallet is fast, secure, and will have a low transaction fee than others, and users can donate
and vote for the organization by using our wallet. A user can hold and swap by using the
BASEMON Wallet.
Here are some of the important features of the applications:
Easy to use. It’s just like any other software or
wallet that you use for your day-to-day
transactions.
Highly secure. It is just a matter of securing
your private key.
Allows instant transactions across geographies.
And these are barrier-free, without
intermediaries.
Low transaction fees. The cost of transferring
funds is much lower than with traditional
banks.
Allows transactions across multiple
cryptocurrencies. This helps you do easy
currency conversions.

Basemon crypto wallet app is designed to integrate with any exchange to allow for existing
crypto holders to get started with Basemon right away.
Owning a Basemon wallet/exchange means you can easily buy cryptocurrency coins
using fiat money and Basemon coin. You can also:
Store, send and receive, buy, pay, swap, and accept cryptocurrency coins
Sell your coin for fiat money, withdraw into your bank account.
Social financial chat system to easily interact with your friend as you send coins or
money.
• Accept or pay using cryptocurrency for merchants and consumers
• Support Virtual& physical card operations, and QR coded enabled
payments system

Key Features

Dashboard with Deposit and Withdraw Charts
Fully responsive and dynamic design
Dashboard History chart
Real time charts
Deposit
Withdrawals
Wallet Activity transaction
Buy token with debit and credit card
Generate wallet address
User can send coin to both internal and external address
User profile
Secured withdrawal using queue
All files are well commented
Well Documentation
Free Updates
Customer support
Withdraw your fiat directly into your bank account.

BASEMON FOR RETAILERS & SERVICE
PROVIDERS
Basemon accepts all types of legal businesses that are ready to access the global market in
a more affordable and scalable way. The businesses must be aligned with the laws and
regulations of the specific geographic locations in which they operate. These businesses
can choose to integrate Basemon into their systems via an API, or to integrate onto the
Basemon platform directly.

Basemon

Online shopping at
Basemon e-commerce

User logs in their
Basemon account
and approves
the buy

User is notified
of the transaction
success

BASEMON DESKTOP WALLETS (COLD WALLETS)
Your coins are secure in a cold storage wallet. You can also keep your coins on
Basemon desktop wallets for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS.
keep your coins in secure cold storage

WHY CHOOSE BASEMON?
Open for global participants
Basemon facilitates the transaction and brings them closer to a wider audience. An added benefit of Basemon use is
that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done freely across borders. The use of technology will facilitate a
financial revolution that will leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. Basemon has no
border so these can be used no matter where you are located globally. This also has a huge effect on international
payment fees. Traditionally international transfers have much higher fees than domestic transfers and payments.
International payments and transfers with crypto are the same as domestic.

Free from corporate and government
interference
Basemon transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the costs of transacting are
kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of typical
authorization and waiting period requirements.

Increased liquidity for investors
Basemon enjoys high liquidity as they are traded. The importance of high liquidity includes fair asset prices, market
stability, technical analysis accuracy, and quicker transactions.

Blockchain

The network leverages blockchain technology to facilitate digital payments and provide payment solutions seamless for
Everyone.

WHY CHOOSE BASEMON?
Transparency & Immutability

With Basemon, each time exchange of tokens is recorded on the blockchain, an
audit trail is present to trace where they came coins from. This can not only help
improve security and prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses, but it can also
help verify the authenticity of the traded assets.

Lower Fees and Security
The fees associated with Basemon coin transactions are far less than those associated
with debit, credit cards as well as wire transfers, and BACS payments. Basemon is a
secure and private cryptocurrency that keeps the investor’s assets anonymous without
compromising security.

Transaction Traceability
Basemon is far more secure than other record-keeping systems because each new
transaction is encrypted and linked to the previous transaction. Basemon is formed
by a complicated string of mathematical numbers and is impossible to be altered.
This immutable and incorruptible nature of the Basemon makes it safe from falsified
information and hacks once formed.

Ease of use
Ease of use is the reason why Basemon has more value. All you need is a smart device
and an internet connection. Investors can easily earn rewards by holding the coin.

Safe & Secure
Basemon is a safe and secure platform, and our technicalteam is continuously
improving the security of system to ensure the safety of platform.

BASEMON COIN
B A S E i s a n a t i v e c r y p t o c u r r e n c y t h a t p o w e r s B a s e m o n e c o s y s t e m . This
is a peer-to- peer digital currency designed to facilitate payment for goods and services,
donations, rewards, and discounts wherever the coin is accepted. The total supply is
permanently fixed at 298 million, some coins pre-mined at launch to support scaling,
marketing, and promoting Basemon blockchain network technology project to make it
successful. The coin has the following features:

Abbreviation Ticker: BASE
Maximum supply: 298M
TOTAL CIRCULATION: 296.2M
·Token type: Native
·Block time: 30 seconds
Block Reward: 0.07293252
·Consensus Method: Proof of Stake (POS)
·Cryptographic algorithm: SHA- 256
·Usage: Payments, rewards, donations, trade, gifts etc.

COIN DETAILS
NAME
BASEMON

SYMBOL

BASE

PLATFORM
BASEMON BLOCKCHAIN

TYPE
NATIVE

MAXIMUM SUPPLY
298 MILLION

Roadmap
The development strategy for Basemon begins with the initial focus being implementing it in the
local and global market. We see this as a pragmatic approach, which is extended to projected growth as
well. In other words, our strategy is aligned with our long- term business goals. Basemon aims to roll
out a mass adoption strategy that ensures the service reaches more people to ensure the
commercialization process is practical.
The following is the roadmap for our development and rollout plans:

PHASE 2
• Scaling of team members
• Basemon exchange/wallet
app development
• Project Scaling plan, contacting
Partners & exchanges connect
for listing.

PHASE 1
✓ Project conceptualization
✓ Formation of the core team
✓ Development of Basemon Blockchain
and Basemon Coin, explorer GitHub
update, &desktop wallets for Linux,
windows, and Mac OS wallet release
Creation of social networks
✓ Website development
✓ Launching &marketing/promotion

➢ PHASE 3
PHASE 4
❖ Full roll out of the Basemon
Blockchain Payment Technology,
MOBILE APPS
❖ Aggressive promotion/Marketing &
exchanges partnerships deals to
scale the project.
❖ Physical debit card implementation
❖ Economic Vision Planning

➢

Basemon Android, and iOS release

➢ Virtual debit card Implementation
➢ Huge promotions/marketing
➢ Airdrop, more listings and
partnership
PHASE 5
Basemon Ecosystem actualisation &
implementation:

BASEMON

BASEMON ECOSYSTEM
Basemon Capital
Cultivating next-level business strategies is how Basemon Capital leverages growth and builds financial
stability. At our core, we’re centered around the idea of cultivating next-level business growth strategies.
Diversifying assets by investing in startups, acquiring companies, and blending various investments into the
Basemon Capital portfolio is how we keep our partners and stakeholders' assets secure
Basemon Group and Partners
Being built on a foundation of excellence keeps our standards high, and values first. The family of Basemon
Group and Partners comprises everyone from consumers of Basemon products services, merchants, crypto
holders, projects developed by the team such as websites and platforms, and many others committed to
upholding the Basemon commitment to quality, professionalism, and total transparency.

Basemon City
Basemon futuristic City is a seamless fusion of city life, human kindness, and a place where entrepreneurship,
tourism, universities, hospitals, and new-age institutions can come together to foster peace, inclusivity, and
innovation.
Basemon Foundation
The core of Basemon reverberates as a foundation of like-minded leaders, charities, scholarships, and
institutions working together to inspire leadership and collaboration. Together, we work to support each other
on a journey to building, growing, and progressing the developments ideas. The foundation will support
leadership mentorship, Charity, and scholarships. We will participate in several forums and contribute society
problem solving actions for local and global benefit.

BASEMON COIN |BASE| BASEMON

